PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
OF ALLIGATOR RIVET FASTENERS
®
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™
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AG BELT COBRAPRO BALER BELT LACER
FAST, ACCURATE INSTALLATION OF ALLIGATOR® RIVET FASTENERS*
Improper fastener installation is one of the largest causes of baler belt failure. That’s why it is
important for splices to be installed by a professional using the right tools. Properly installed
fasteners will help you avoid warranty issues, unhappy customers, and extra labor. Tooling that
provides consistent and professional results has been cost prohibitive for most dealers until now.
The AG Belt CobraPro Baler Belt Lacer gives dealers the ability to quickly install production-quality
splices at a fraction of the cost.

KEEP SERVICE TECHNICIANS FOCUSED ON PROFITABLE JOBS
The CobraPro Baler Belt Lacer works with a shop press (not included) to set all the rivets at once,
Hydraulic shop press not included
streamlining the installation process. It’s not only fast, it eliminates the need for hammering —
reducing noise levels in your workshop and reducing operator fatigue that can lead to mistakes. Controlled pressure and built-in stops guarantee
consistent, professional results every time. That adds up to fewer warranty issues and more profit for your service department.
Ask us about our full line of CobraPro Dealer Tools. Made in the USA for long-lasting durability.

SIMPLE OPERATION
See manual for complete instructions.
STEP 1: PREPARE LACER
Cycle power lacer and release pressure.
Leave RESET HANDLE in the UP position.

STEP 2: SET GUIDE FENCE
Press GUIDE FENCE into the holes on the right
side of TABLE corresponding to the appropriate
belt size.

STEP 3: LOAD LACE
Press ALLIGATOR LACE into LACE HOLDER,
centered, with alligator images facing up.

STEP 4: LOAD RIVETS
Pull down RESET HANDLE and rotate DRIVE
CYLINDER forward to insert ALLIGATOR RIVETS.

STEP 5: LOAD BELT
Compress power lacer with the press until DRIVE
CYLINDER is resting on ALLIGATOR lace. Insert
skived belt into ALLIGATOR lace and press firmly
against guide fence.

STEP 6: COMPRESS FASTENERS
Compress POWER LACER with the press until all
motion stops. Release pressure and allow POWER
LACER to open.

STEP 7: EJECT BELT
Pull the EJECT LEVER to push the lace and rivet
nails from the LACE HOLDER.

STEP 8: INSPECT COMPRESSION
Re-insert belt and re-press if in doubt of secure
connection. Tap rivet nails loose with a hammer
and discard.

Achieve fast, OEM-quality results. The AG Belt CobraPro Baler Belt Lacer is available today.
For more information, visit agbeltinc.com/CobraPro or call 800.383.2469.
*Alligator® is a registered trademark of Flexible Steel Lacing Company. The CobraPro™ Baler Belt Lacer is not associated with or sponsored by Flexible Steel Lacing Company.
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